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Bad Boy Daddy
Janet Burroway's bestselling Imaginative Writng: The Elements of Craft explores
the craft of creative writing in four genres: Fiction, Poetry, Drama, and Creative
Nonfiction. A trade author as well as a professor of creative writing, Burroway
brings her years of teaching and writing to this book. "Try-This" exercises appear
throughout each chapter. Provocative and fun, these exercises help writers
develop the specific writing skills discussed within the text. “Working toward a
draft” exercises encourage writers to develop their ideas into complete drafts. In
response to reviewer requests, the preface “Invitation to the Writer” has been
expanded into a full chapter. This new chapter introduces writers to important
skills such as reading like a writer, journaling, and participating in the writer's
workshop. This book offers lots of ideas and encouragement at a great price!

Hades' Spawn Motorcycle Club
A Writer's Companion
This is book 1 of the Fallen Thorns MC romance series! Books 2 and 3 of this dark
motorcycle club romance are available everywhere now! I’m about to take this girl
for a very hard ride. Selena is a welcome distraction from trouble at the clubhouse.
The curvy librarian thinks she can back me down. But I like the challenge. And I’m
about to show her just how wrong she is. LOGAN Getting women has always been
too easy for me. It’s nice to have a little difficulty for once. The busty librarian
thinks she’ll turn me down and walk away unscathed. But her resistance can end in
only one way: With Selena on her knees, begging me for more. But trouble is
stirring at the Fallen Thorns MC. Mysterious threats at our doorstep. My crazy ex,
more unstable than ever. And a war on the horizon. So be it. I’ll handle this – and
her – the way I’ve handled everything in my life: Like a god damn biker. SELENA He
walked in and changed my life in an instant. I hated him on sight. But oh my God, I
wanted him so badly. How could I not? Those muscles. Those tattoos. That smooth,
infuriating smirk. He was used to getting his way with women. I was determined
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not to fall for his bad boy charm. But I never stood a chance. He owned me from
the second he burst through those doors. I don’t have a choice. The bad boy biker
is about to take me on the hardest ride of my life.

Bankruptcy Court Decisions
The Perfect Vehicle: What It Is About Motorcycles
Suitable for a variety of courses, the compact edition of Ann Charters’ bestselling
The Story and Its Writer (now in print or e-book formats) offers about half the
stories and commentaries of the full edition, with all of its highly- praised editorial
features. No one has a better sense than Ann Charters of which stories work most
effectively in the classroom and instructors look forward to every new edition of
her anthology to see what her constant search for new fiction and neglected
classics will turn up. Further, Charters knows that writers, not editors, have the
most interesting and useful things to say about the making and the meaning of
fiction, so to complement the stories, she offers her signature innovation: an array
of the writers’ own commentaries on the craft and traditions of storytelling. For indepth, illustrated studies of particular writers or genres, her Casebooks provide
unparalleled opportunities for discussion and writing. The new ninth edition
features many very recent stories and commentaries by up-and-coming writers, a
new Casebook on the important genre of Magical Realism, and expanded coverage
of close reading.

Lightning Rider
The One Percenter Encyclopedia
The New York Times bestselling author of Reaper’s Stand is back in her “uberalpha rough world of MCs”* as one woman’s future is rocked by the man whose
hardcore past could destroy her… He never meant to hurt her. Levi “Painter”
Brooks was nothing before he joined the Reapers motorcycle club. The day he
patched in, they became his brothers and his life. All they asked in return was a
strong arm and unconditional loyalty—a loyalty that’s tested when he’s caught and
sentenced to prison for a crime committed on their behalf. Melanie Tucker may
have had a rough start, but along the way she’s learned to fight for her future.
She’s escaped from hell and started a new life, yet every night she dreams of a
biker whose touch she can’t forget. It all started out so innocently—just a series of
letters to a lonely man in prison. Friendly. Harmless. Safe. Now Painter Brooks is
coming home… and Melanie’s about to learn that there’s no room for innocence in
the Reapers MC. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Hard Ride (Book 1)
Time
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American Book Publishing Record
Imaginative Writing
In 1949, Alan Schafer opened South of the Border, a beer stand located on bucolic
farmland in Dillon County, South Carolina, near the border separating North and
South Carolina. Even at its beginning, the stand catered to those interested in
Mexican-themed kitsch—sombreros, toy pinatas, vividly colored panchos, salsas.
Within five years, the beer stand had grown into a restaurant, then a series of
restaurants, and then a theme park, complete with gas stations, motels, a
miniature golf course, and an adult-video shop. Flashy billboards—featuring South
of the Border’s stereotypical bandit Pedro—advertised the locale from 175 miles
away. An hour south of Schafer’s site lies the Grand Strand region—sixty miles of
South Carolina beaches and various forms of recreation. Within this region, Atlantic
Beach exists. From the 1940s onward, Atlantic Beach has been a primary tourist
destination for middle-class African Americans, as it was one of the few
recreational beaches open to them in the region. Since the 1990s, the beach has
been home to the Atlantic Beach Bikefest, a motorcycle festival event that draws
upward of 10,000 African Americans and other tourists annually. Sombreros and
Motorcycles in a Newer South studies both locales, separately and together, to
illustrate how they serve as lens for viewing the historical, social, and aesthetic
aspects embedded in a place’s culture over time. In doing so, author Nicole King
engages with concepts of the “Newer South,” the contemporary era of southern
culture which integrates Old South and New South history and ideas about issues
such as race, taste, and regional authenticity. Tracing South Carolina’s tourism
industry through these locales, King analyzes the collision of southern identity and
place with national, corporatized culture from the 1940s onward. Sombreros and
Motorcycles in a Newer South locates campy but historic tourist sites that serve as
important texts for better understanding how culture moves and more inclusive
notions of what it means to be southern today.

The Man Who Would Stop at Nothing: Long-Distance
Motorcycling's Endless Road
reaking the Limit is one woman's account of riding her motorcycle from New Jersey
to Alaska and back. Realizing that years of work and travel in other people's
countries made her a stranger in her own, and with an invitation to meet her
biological father for the first time, Karen Larsen set out on a fifteen-thousand-mile
trip with nothing but her motorcycle and the barest of essentials. Larsen's journey
tests the limits of her own endurance, challenges her long-held beliefs and values,
and asks what it means to belong to a family. Through the the fields of Iowa and
the deserts of the Southwest, over the Rockies and across Alaska's Kenai
Peninsula, Larsen confronts questions of femininity, family, independence, and
personal identity. Her journey speaks to the immense space and over-whelming
beauty of North America, as well as to the diversity and vitality of the people she
meets along the way. Breaking the Limit invites you to join her as she braces
against the wind, trades security for freedom, sacrifices stability for motion, and
opens herself up to the vast canopy of a continent.
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Writing about Literature
Cherise Clayton has had it up to here with boring, nice guys. But when bad boy
biker Lynx rescues her from a bar fight gone horribly wrong, is he just what she
needed or too much for her to handle? Blogger Cherise Clayton is a successful
writer and fiercely independent woman who doesn’t have time for romance. She
needs to focus on her career. When she’s on the road researching a story, she
wanders into the wrong dive bar and is confronted by a group of grizzled bikers
who don’t appreciate a black woman wandering into their watering hole. She
stands up for herself, but the gang is having none of it. Luckily for Cherise,
Alexander “Lynx” Andrews, a handsome young biker, comes to her rescue,
defending her from the others and sweeping her off her feet and onto the back of
his bike. After a passionate night, Cherise uncovers a few shocking secrets from
Lynx’s past and flees back home to San Francisco. When she discovers that she is
unexpectedly pregnant by Lynx, Cherise has to decide if it’s best to keep this baby
to herself, or reach out to her baby’s bad boy daddy. Standalone Romance Story
With No Cliffhanger! --- Search Terms: secret baby romance, bad boy billionaire,
bad boy romance, Pregnancy romance books, bwwm novels, baby romance,
pregnancy romance, bwwm, BWWM MC Biker Romance, MC biker romance, bwwm
biker romance, motorcycle, multicultural romance, contemporary romance,
interracial romance, multiracial romance, African American romance, interracial
romance book, black women books, contemporary romance books, alpha male
romance books, contemporary women's fiction, romantic fiction, romance fiction
books, quick read, steamy romance

Lone Rider
From Best Selling Author, Lexy Timms, comes a motorcycle club romance that'll
make you want to buy a Harley and fall in love all over again. Book 1 Emily Rose
Dougherty is a good Catholic girl from mythical Walkerville, CT. She had somehow
managed to get herself into a heap trouble with the law, all because an exboyfriend has decided to make things difficult. Luke "Spade" Wade owns a
Motorcycle repair shop and is the Road Caption for Hades' Spawn MC. He's shocked
when he reads in the paper that his old high school flame has been arrested. She's
always been the one he couldn't forget. Will destiny let them find each other
again? Or what happens in the past, best left for the history books? Book 2 Emily
Rose Dougherty had only fallen in love once, in high school with a boy her parents
didn't approve of. Emily saw through the tough-guy facade, his leather jacket and
motorcycle. She gave her heart to him. An accident on Luke's motorcycle brought
things to a screeching halt when her parents forbade her to see him again. Neither
forgot about the other. Fast forward ten years Luke Wade built a good life as the
owner of a motorcycle repair shop and the road captain of Hades' Spawn Motor
Cycle Club. When he reconnects with his high school love, Emily, things seem to be
falling into place. When dirty dealings within Hades' Spawn, problems created by
Emily's ex-boyfriend and secrets from Luke's past threaten to blow Luke's life and
his relationship with Emily apart, it suddenly feels like everything spiralling out of
control. Can Luke and Emily find a way to conquer the obstacles to their love or will
they be to each other, "the one that got away?" Book 3 Emily Dougherty and Luke
Wade were in love in high school, but circumstances conspired to keep them apart.
Ten years later they meet again and find their connection is just as strong and
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more searingly hot than ever. Except Luke and his motorcycle club, Hades' Spawn,
are hip deep in problems between the vicious Rojos one percenter motorcycle club
and their associated street gang, the Hombres. When Luke's employee and best
friend, Gibs, is slain in a brutal shootout, dark secrets from Luke's past claim him.
He finds he has to make a deal with the devil just to keep Emily and his club safe.
However, to keep Emily out of danger he must also to turn his back on her. Emily
has lost her car, her job, and had to seek an order of protection against her ex,
Evan Waters. In the face of her family's disapproval she's determined not to lose
Luke too. But will Luke's heartless rejection drive her away? Or will she keep the
faith and hope Luke finds his way back to her before her own secret causes her to
do the unthinkable? Can Luke and Emily survive the hopeless tangle of club and
gang politics, and the fierce reach of the law to find their way back to each other?
Book 4 Emily Dougherty and Luke Wade were in love in high school, but
circumstances conspired to keep them apart. Ten years later they meet again and
find their connection is just as strong and more searingly hot than ever. Events
take a dangerous turn when Luke's uncle, Mexican drug lord Raymondo Icherra
shows up and stirs up trouble. Emily's pregancy turns high risk with her fainting
and having continuous high blood pressure. While Luke deals with a problem with
his MC club Hades Spawn, Emily is kidnapped by persons unknown. As Luke
searches frantically for Emily he learns the truth about his past and his parent's
murder."

Sombreros and Motorcycles in a Newer South
In 1982, at the age of just twenty-three and halfway through her architecture
studies, Elspeth Beard left her family and friends in London and set off on a
35,000-mile solo adventure around the world on her 1974 BMW R60/6. Reeling
from a recent breakup and with only limited savings from her pub job, a tent, a few
clothes and some tools, all packed on the back of her bike, she was determined to
prove herself. She had ridden bikes since her teens and was well travelled. But
nothing could prepare her for what lay ahead. When she returned to London nearly
two and a half years later she was stones lighter and decades wiser. She'd ridden
through unforgiving landscapes and countries ravaged by war, witnessed civil
uprisings that forced her to fake documents, and fended off sexual attacks, biker
gangs and corrupt police convinced she was trafficking drugs. She'd survived lifethreatening illnesses, personal loss and brutal accidents that had left permanent
scars and a black hole in her memory. And she'd fallen in love with two very
different men. In an age before email, the internet, mobile phones, satnavs and, in
some parts of the world, readily available and reliable maps, Elspeth achieved
something that would still seem remarkable today. Told with honesty and wit, this
is the extraordinary and moving story of a unique and life-changing adventure.

Reaper's Stand
Why do people ride motorcycles? Thomas Krens, curator of The Art of the
Motorcycle, the most popular exhibition ever mounted at the Guggenheim
Museum, writes: "For much of society, the motorcycle remains a forbidden
indulgence, an object of fantasy, and danger." And of envy. No other machine is
thought of as the vehicle—"the perfect vehicle" Melissa Holbrook Pierson calls
it—of rebellion, lawlessness, and freedom. She's A Bad Motorcycle collects the
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writings of those who have sought that freedom. From the genre-defining—and
exploding—Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance to Chasing Che the
motorcycle has inspired a startlingly rich, unabashedly romantic body of writing
that celebrates the risks and exhilaration of the journey to self-discovery. The book
includes selections from Eric Burdon, Harry Crews, Harlan Ellison, Robert E. Fulton,
Jr., Che Guevara, Fred Haefele, S.E. Hinton, Dennis Hopper, Richard La Plante, Erika
Lopez, Horace McCoy, Allen Noren, Robert Pirsig, Gary Paulsen, Melissa Holbrook
Pierson, Patrick Symmes, Keith Tye, Hunter S. Thompson, Lois Wilson, Daniel R.
Wolf and Tom Wolfe, as well as photographs by Bruce Davidson, Martin Dixon, Ann
Ferrar, Danny Lyon, Helge Pedersen, and Irving Penn.

Press Summary - Illinois Information Service
The sexy continuation of the New York Times bestselling Reapers Motorcycle Club
series As Reapers Motorcycle Club president, Reese “Picnic” Hayes has given his
entire life to the club. After losing his wife, he knew he’d never love another
woman. And with two daughters to raise and a club to manage, that was just fine
with him. These days, Reese keeps his relationships free and easy—he definitely
doesn’t want to waste his time on a glorified cleaning lady like London Armstrong.
Too bad he’s completely obsessed with her. London is independent, and she likes it
that way. Besides running her own business, London’s got her junkie cousin’s
daughter to look after—a more reckless than average eighteen-year-old. Sure she’s
attracted to the Reapers’ president, but she’s not stupid. Reese Hayes is a criminal
and a thug. But when her young cousin gets caught up with a ruthless drug cartel,
Reese might be the only man who can help her. Now London has to make the
hardest decision of her life—how far will she go to save her family?

Reaper's Fall
THE MOTORCYCLE MASTER
This eBook (Part Two) is the second half of the hardcover book, and contains
approximately 86,500 words and 80 color photos. “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS” is a
slang term for banishment which is used by all 1%er outlaw motorcycle clubs when
a member leaves the club of his own volition or is expelled, and the remaining
members are not happy with the actual reason that the member left the club. In
the Bandidos Motorcycle Club, the term “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS” is their version
of being banished to motorcycle club member hell, for an ex-member that has
been deemed “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS” is no longer allowed to associate with any
member of the Bandidos nor attend any Bandido function. In this expose of his life
as a member of the Bandidos Motorcycle Club, Edward “Connecticut Ed”
Winterhalder allows the reader a rare look into how major decisions were made by
Bandido leaders all over the world, how the Bandidos expanded into the worldwide
dynasty they are today, and how the Bandido machine operates on a day-to-day
basis. While a member of the largest 1%er motorcycle club in the world,
Connecticut Ed was privy to much information about the inside workings of the
club and what the future held for it. Regularly assigned projects by the club’s
international leader, he was responsible for defusing the war between the Hells
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Angels and Rock Machine in Canada, establishing new Bandido and support club
chapters worldwide, organizing the club into a well-oiled machine, and mediating
internal power struggles between club members. As founder, President and
Secretary of the Bandidos’ Oklahoma chapter, for the first time in history,
Connecticut Ed is your personal guide as you learn what it takes to establish a new
Bandidos chapter and keep it running for the first few years of its life. In his thirty
years of riding and/or associating with various 1%er outlaw motorcycle clubs, he
gives the reader a unique inside look into the world of today’s 1%er motorcycle
clubs. In his last few years with the Bandidos, Connecticut Ed realized that the
club’s ideology was changing due to the fact that methamphetamine use was now
becoming an accepted part of everyday club life. After failing to alter the
destructive course the club was on, he left the Bandidos Oklahoma chapter in
September 2003 “OUT IN GOOD STANDINGS”. But because of the wealth of
information he possessed about the inner workings of the club, Connecticut Ed’s
“out” status was changed to “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS” by the world President of
the Bandidos just before Thanksgiving 2003. Was he that much of a threat to the
worldwide leadership of the Bandidos? Find out for yourself by reading this
book……

Litany of Woes
At the age of twenty-six, Chantal Simons, born and raised in the Netherlands, can
no longer contain her adventurous spirit. Having seen enough of everyday life, she
makes the bold decision to take to the roads of the vast Australian continent on
her 250CC motorbike, lovingly known as the 'Chook Chaser'. Starting her travels in
Perth, Chantal heads east in the company of her father. After crossing the
Nullarbor together the pair split up and Chantal continues her odyssey alone, riding
all the way to Queensland where she temporarily settles down to a life of sun and
surf on the Sunshine Coast. After a spell of teaching at a Brisbane university, she
again heads off, in the company of a friend, into the red heart of Australia on a
journey that will ultimately lead the pair all the way to Darwin.Along the way
Chantal meets extraordinary people, has up-close encounters with local wildlife
and visits some of the world's most exquisite natural creations. Facing mental as
well as physical challenges, she spends much of her time on the road pondering
the deeper questions of life. The inevitable fears and doubts inherent in such
ventures are dismissed, along with much cautionary advice from well-meaning
others, as Chantal single-mindedly follows what she has decided is her destiny. Life
on the road teaches her to rely on herself and her intuition.She'll be Right! is the
story of a young woman's journey around Australia, spiced with plenty of
adventure, a pinch of soul searching and a sparkle of romance.

She's a Bad Motorcycle
The power of a name … Killian Graham. He was the kind of guy I couldn’t forget.
From a high school crush that never went anywhere to now the full-grown alpha
male that made my spine tingle, Killian Graham was the total package. Frustrating,
infuriating, and hot as they come, Killian Graham invaded my world and things
haven’t stopped spinning since. My best friend got herself in some trouble. Being
the strong woman I was, I came to her rescue. That’s when Killian stepped in to
save us both. From there, things got intense both in and out of the bedroom. Killian
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Graham the mystery man who rocked my world on every level. Killian Graham the
man who decided he wanted me and would stop at nothing to have me safe and in
his bed. The one man I wanted more than my next breath. The very same man I
wasn’t sure I could hold onto because everything about him was a secret. Or so I
thought. He laid his world at my feet. Now, it was up to me to decide if I could
accept where things were headed for us and everyone around us.

Teaching Writing
Get ready to ride . . . Tyra Masters has had enough drama to last a lifetime. Now,
she's back on track and looking forward to her new, quiet life. Until she meets the
man of her dreams. The tattooed, muscled biker plies her with tequila-and the best
sex of her life. She knows it isn't the tequila and hot sex talking. He's the kind of
man she's always wanted. Unfortunately, he's also her new boss . . . Kane "Tack"
Allen has a rule. He doesn't employ someone he's slept with. So when he learns he
spent last night in bed with his new office manager, he quickly fires Tyra. Yet when
Tyra stands up to him and fights for her job, Tack is intrigued. He tells her she can
keep her job on one condition: no more sex. Ever. But as things heat up between
them, Tack finds that he'll be the one breaking all the rules

The Savvy Guide to Motorcycles
The Story and Its Writer Compact
Cabinet
White Heat (Lost Kings MC #5)
Motorcycle Illustrated
A schoolteacher escapes an abusive marriage and finds love on a blind date. Mary
Jane’s new man, sure that riding a Harley will restore her confidence, ends up
following the white lines with her through fifteen years of marriage. Traveling
together, they learn to be partners, both on and off the road, until Dwayne is
diagnosed with cancer. After losing her husband, Mary Jane once again must learn
to live on her own—but she’ll never be the same again.

Rough Justice
Twelve years ago Zoe Ford let Liam Masters break her heart. But now? There's not
a chance. Zoe is as tough and wild as they come. So when Liam shows up at her
tattoo parlor, she's more than ready to take him on again. That's not going to be a
hardship, since he's hotter than he ever was. This time she's staying in charge. And
she's not going to consider their score settled until he's hot, bothered and begging
for more! Then she'll move on as callously as he left her. Unless all that deliciously
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bad sex is just too good to give up….

Out In Bad Standings: Inside The Bandidos Motorcycle Club
(PART TWO) - The Making Of A Worldwide Dynasty
"This book, a polished, winding meditation on the theory and fractiousness of
motorcycles, celebrates both their eccentric history and the wary pleasures of
touring."—The New Yorker In a book that is "a must for anyone who has loved a
motorcycle" (Oliver Sacks), Melissa Pierson captures in vivid, writerly prose the
mysterious attractions of motorcycling. She sifts through myth and hyperbole:
misrepresentations about danger, about the type of people who ride and why they
do so. The Perfect Vehicle is not a mere recitation of facts, nor is it a polemic or
apologia. Its vivid historical accounts-the beginnings of the machine, the often
hidden tradition of women who ride, the tale of the defiant ones who taunt death
on the racetrack-are intertwined with Pierson's own story, which, in itself, shows
that although you may think you know what kind of person rides a motorcycle, you
probably don't.

She'll Be Right!
She Rode a Harley
Motorcycle Man
ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS COMMUNICATION, 9TH EDITION presents a streamlined
approach to business communication that includes unparalleled resources and
author support for instructors and students. ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION provides a four-in-one learning package: authoritative text,
practical workbook, self-teaching grammar/mechanics handbook, and premium
Web site. Especially effective for students with outdated or inadequate language
skills, the Ninth Edition offers extraordinary print and digital exercises to help
students build confidence as they review grammar, punctuation, and writing
guidelines. Textbook chapters teach basic writing skills and then apply these skills
to a variety of e-mails, memos, letters, reports, and resumes. Realistic model
documents and structured writing assignments help students build lasting
workplace skills. The Ninth Edition of this award-winning text features increased
coverage of electronic messages and digital media, redesigned and updated model
documents to introduce students to the latest business communication practices,
and extensively updated exercises and activities. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Possessive
Breaking the Limit
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Librarian by day but motorcyclist enthusiast and expert whenever possible,
Kennedy demystifies the hobby in a very savvy way. She covers choosing a
motorcycle, rules-of-the road, training, maintenance, etiquette and more.

Essentials of Business Communication
Ever wonder how the Hells Angels got their name, or about that little demonic
critter on the Pagan's patch? What about the local one-percenter motorcycle club
that hangs out at the corner bar? What goes on there? This book answers these
questions and more. The One-Percenter Encyclopedia: The World of Outlaw
Motorcycle Clubs from Abyss Ghosts to Zombies Elite features concise entries that
include information on founding chapters, founding dates, number of chapters and
members, club and leadership biographies, and more. This book covers all the
major clubs--Hells Angels, Outlaws, Pagans, Mongols, Vagos--as well as lesserknown clubs from around the world.

Writers Forum
Possessive is book 1 of the Sons of Chaos MC trilogy. Books 2 and 3, Possessive
Beast and Possessive Biker are available everywhere now! SHE'S ALWAYS
BELONGED TO ME. She used to be forbidden fruit. Strictly off limits. But I'm back to
take her now. And this is a second chance I refuse to lose. It's been so long that
simply claiming her won't be enough. I need more than her naked body in my bed.
I need to own her, break her, twist her, take her. I need to fill her with my babies –
over and over and over again. There's no telling how this reunion will go. It might
end with her married and pregnant. Or it might end with tears and sorrow – just
like last time.

Killian
“Pierson is an even better writer than she is a rider.”—Boston Globe “World’s
Toughest Motorcycle Riders”—long-distance motorcycling is not a pastime but an
obsession. In this candid, eloquent, sharply observed book, Melissa Holbrook
Pierson introduces us to this strange endeavor and the men and women who live
to ride impossibly long distances, eating up road, almost without cease. And who
find it nothing but fun. Perhaps the most determined of them is John Ryan, a
magnetic, enigmatic man who loves nothing better than breaking records of
amazing distance—at no small risk to himself and his health. But why? Pierson,
who rediscovered the joys of motorcycling in the midst of a personal crisis, puts on
her helmet and joins Ryan in his element in order to understand his singular desire
and discipline, his passion and his obsession. The Man Who Would Stop at Nothing
offers an intimate glimpse of an unusually independent yet supportive community
as well as a revealing, unforgettable portrait of its most daring member. In electric,
pitch-perfect prose, Pierson gives us rare insights into not only a subculture but
also the deeply human craving for something more that drives it.

She's Got It Bad
When January Fournier's older brother, Grey, is badly injured while riding a stolen
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motorcycle, January must find out what happened before a racist police officer pins
a series of thefts on her brother because is part Indian.

Cycle World Magazine
Cycle World
Raised for her father in a motorcycle gang, Arianne always was dreaming with a
normal life but when she escapes her father's domineering grasp, she finds herself
at the mercy of the alpha leader of the notorious Sinner's Tribe. Jagger Knight is a
really strong man, but Arianne can't ignore their tempestuous attraction.
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